Celebrate the season’s changing weather with a new craft cocktail from award-winning Chicago
bartender Julia Momose. Developed exclusively for Microplane, Momose’s “Not-So Dark and Stormy”
captures early spring’s mercurial temperatures by combining the cool and refreshing tastes of lime and
mint with the warmth of ginger and rum.

Not-So Dark and Stormy (Serves 1)
1/2 of a lime
7-10 mint leaves
3 ounces Pepsi 1893 Ginger Cola
1/2 ounces dark rum (For a non-alcoholic version, omit the rum)
In a cocktail shaker, muddle the lime and mint leaves with a
pinch of salt. Add the ginger cola and rum. Top with ice and
shake until cold and frothy. Strain into a copper mug. Top off
with crushed ice and a splash of ginger cola. Garnish with a
lime shell and mint sprig.

“Microplane’s Ultimate Bar Tool is like the Swiss Army Knife of cocktail gadgets for the
home cocktail maker. I especially like the ergonomic handle and the channel knife feature.
It cuts away just the right amount of zest, without too much of the pith.” - Julia Momose
Inspired by America’s craft cocktail renaissance,
Microplane’s new Ultimate Bar Tool allows mixologists to
muddle, stir, cut, strain and create garnishing twists and
peels. From top to bottom, this easy and fun tool combines
multiple gadgets into one without all the clutter. On one end,
the tool contains a sharp edge peeler blade for creating
flaming citrus twists. On the opposite end, the stainless steel
blade offers a hole on top for stirring drinks, holes along the
long edge for straining, a partial paring knife to score and cut
and a channel knife for medium twists. The protective sleeve
that covers the blade also has a serrated tip for mashing and
muddling fruit. Perfect for all drink recipes, the Ultimate Bar
Tool works with a variety of citrus fruit.





Etched stainless steel blade
Soft-grip handle
Clear protective blade covers and caps included
Dishwasher safe/Hand wash cover

How to flame an orange twist:

http://bit.ly/1pwsf2L

Recipes:

 Mojito:
 Caipirinha by Bobby Flay:
 Straight Up Pimms Cup:

http://bit.ly/2oSGFS3
http://bit.ly/2n5RxzG
http://bit.ly/1QHPw2m
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